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“Providing employment
opportunities for Nepali women
aﬀected by gender discrimination
and poverty”
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WORD FROM THE FOUNDERS
Through our life experiences and travels
around the world we have become
convinced that social entrepreneurship, not
handouts, is the way to bring lasting
change to developing communities. We
believe that those stuck in the downward
cycle of poverty actually have the abilities
to break out of the cycle of poverty they are
stuck in if given the right opportunity to do
so.
We see such a stark contrast between the
opportunities we’ve personally received
growing up in Canada/Sweden and the
lack of opportunities for many who grow up
here in Nepal. So many lack access to the
job market because of their gender, health,
economic position, or family orientation,
That’s why Dinadi exists to create
opportunities.
Founders, Preston and Mirjam Thiessen

“CREATING
EMPLOYMENT THAT
EMPOWERS, NOT EXPLOITS”

ABOUT US
Dinadi is a social enterprise based out of Kathmandu,
Nepal. Dinadi was founded April 11, 2016. Dinadi takes
slow fashion quite literally. Dinadi hires and trains
women aﬀected by gender discrimination and poverty
to hand knit woollen accessories. Dinadi believes that
creating job opportunities is the best way to combat
poverty and exploitation.
Each knitter is paid a living wage for the work they do.
Rather than working in a factory, Dinadi products are
crafted by hand in our knitter’s homes, providing each
employee a flexible work environment to fit their
individual needs.

MISSION
To create employment opportunities for women in
Nepal who are aﬀected by gender discrimination and
poverty by hand crafting timeless, sustainable and
ethical knitwear.
VISION
Dinadi envisions a Nepal where dignified jobs lead to
individual and community transformation, a Nepal
where opportunities exist for all no matter background.

VALUES

NEPAL
At Dinadi, Nepal is central to who we are. We say “crafted by
Nepal” because Nepal is the essence of everything we create.
The jobs we create and the issues for which we advocate can
be a part of bringing positive change to the people with
whom we live and work.
POVERTY
Nepal is the second poorest country in all of Asia. Nepal has
an unemployment rate of 48% and 25% of Nepalis live
below the poverty line.
EDUCATION
Many children in Nepal, especially girls, are deprived of even
the most basic form of education, usually due to lack of
family finances. The average child stops going to school at
the age of 12.
TRAFFICKING
Every year alarming numbers of Nepali girls are traﬃcked to
brothels in India where they are sexually exploited and
forced into involuntary servitude. It is estimated that 12,000
girls are traﬃcked to brothels in India every year. 2,000,000
Nepali girls are estimated to living and working in Indian
brothels. Traﬃckings roots are found in the lack of job
opportunities and poverty.

THE PRODUCT
100% Crafted By Hand
Dinadi strives to create minimalistic and timeless designs emphasizing our commitment to slow fashion. All of our
hats and mittens are knitted by hand giving the products an extra personal touch. Our scarfs are made by
machine and finished by hand.
100% Merino Wool
Dinadi products are made out of the softest and finest merino wool. We love the sustainability and natural
functionality of wool! Our wool is sourced from Australia.
100% Ethical
Each knitter is paid a living wage for the work they do. Rather than working in a factory, Dinadi products are
crafted by hand in our knitter’s homes, providing each employee a flexible work environment to fit their individual
needs.
#knowyourknitter
Instead of hiding production, Dinadi is proudly transparent. Every product we create includes a label with the
signature of the woman who has crafted it. Signatures can be matched to photos and bios on our website,
www.dinadi.com/#knowyourknitter

#knowyourknitter

Sunita is a young mom with a
small daughter. She has never
gone to school, but her
knitting allows her to dream
of an education for her
daughter. Although her past
has been diﬃcult, the
community around her and
the income she's earning give
her hope that her daughter's
life will be diﬀerent.
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SOCIAL IMPACT
SURVEY
New to 2018 is a social impact survey that helps us measure Dinadi’s success in impacting the lives of our
employees. The survey is a condensed version of a WHO quality of life assessment and has 60 questions. The
questions are based on a 1-10 scale which helps to give us a concrete number upon which to base our impact
success. Employees are also given space to explain their answers and motivate why they feel the way they feel.
This information is invaluable as we attempt to form employment opportunities in such a way as to maximize our
social impact. As this is the first year conducing this survey, each question is asked in two time tenses; now as a
Dinadi employee and before receiving a job at Dinadi. This gives Dinadi a picture of how employment has aﬀected
their lives. Dinadi will run an identical survey every year in order to track year to year progress.
The questions assess quality of life in 5 areas:

- Economic
- Physical Health
- Living Situation
- Emotional Health
- Relationship With Others
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SURVEY RESULTS

ECONOMIC
As a social enterprise that exists to create
employment opportunities, seeing impact in
employees economic situations is key. The
survey shows that this is the area that has seen
the most growth after employees join Dinadi.
At the same time the economic area is still the
lowest of all five areas. Dinadi hopes to see
continued growth in this area as employees
learn to save and slowly work their way out of
diﬃcult economic situations. Dinadi is
introducing new financial benefits in July, 2018
and we hope to see Dinadi’s economic impact
increase even more next year as these benefits
are introduced.

PHYSICAL HEALTH
Physical health is a challenge for a number of
Dinadi employees. One of the reasons behind
the founding of Dinadi was to oﬀer part times
jobs to women who themselves were
struggling with sickness or who had family
members who were struggling. This is the area
of impact that has seen the least increase after
employees join Dinadi but also the area most
diﬃcult to aﬀect. In July, 2018 Dinadi is
introducing an improved health insurance plan
that will give all employees better access to
health care.

LIVING SITUATION
Living situations for many in Nepal are
challenging, especially in Kathmandu where
Dinadi is based. Land prices are extremely high
because of lack of space which means rent is
also high. Many houses were destroyed in the
earthquake of 2014. A number of Dinadi
employees are still living in earthquake
shelters in wait for government help to rebuild.
Dinadi’s social worker conducts frequent home
visits to ensure employees have proper
housing and as employees are able to save, we
hope to see living situations to continue to
grow and become better.

EMOTIONAL HEALTH
Because of the many diﬃcult backgrounds
from which Dinadi employees come from,
emotional health is an area that has needed
much attention. Dinadi employs a full time
social worker who’s main job is to ensure that
Dinadi is doing all it can to meet the emotional
health needs of each employee. Dinadi
employees also have access to a counsellor
when situations are beyond the capabilities of
Dinadi’s social worker. Every week value
trainings are conducted in knit groups with
subjects such as self confidence, dealing with
rejection, etc that contribute to the emotional
well being of Dinadi employees.

RELATIONSHIP WITH
OTHERS
One of Dinadi’s five core values is community.
Many Dinadi employees have very diﬃcult
home situations and Dinadi becomes a place
where employees can interact with others who
come from similar situations and gain comfort
and support. During Dinadi value trainings,
subjects such as dealing with conflict, learning
to encourage, etc held Dinadi employees learn
how to create healthy relationships. As
emphasis is put on value trainings, we hope to
see continued growth in this area in the future.

Dinadi
Kathmandu, Nepal
info@dinadi.com
www.dinadi.com

